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H I G H L I G H T S

• A new distributed aggregation method of grid-interactive smart buildings.

• Fast system frequency support by the building aggregators.

• Aggregator power tracking and energy recovery based on frequency deviation.

• Fair power and energy sharing among all participated buildings.

• Validation of the proposed method in a three-area power system with renewable energy.
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A B S T R A C T

Grid-interactive smart buildings with thermostatically-controlled loads can be modeled as virtual energy storage
systems with dissipation, which have great potentials for providing grid ancillary services such as frequency
support. In this paper, a new distributed aggregation control method is proposed for multiple grid-interactive
smart buildings in one frequency control area (e.g. a residential community) to provide fast frequency support.
The proposed method is based on the distributed sliding mode control via a leader-follower communication
scheme. A leader control is designed to provide power and comfort/energy level references for the smart
building aggregator based on the area frequency deviation, while references are tracked by each smart building
using the proposed distributed sliding mode control. The stability of the proposed control method for grid-
interactive smart buildings is proved by the Lyapunov method. With the proposed method, the external char-
acteristics of the aggregated smart buildings will have good power tracking and energy recovery capability,
which can effectively improve the system frequency response. In the aggregator, fair and efficient power and
comfort/energy level sharing are achieved among all participating grid-interactive smart buildings. The pro-
posed control scheme is tested on a three-area power system considering both system contingency and normal
operation scenarios.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background and motivation

In the last decade, the penetration of renewable energy resources
into modern power systems is increasing rapidly. For example, in
Singapore, the projected photovoltaics (PVs) generation will be in-
creased to 350 MWp by 2020 [1]. However, high penetrations of re-
newable energy sources (RESs) such as solar PV and wind power have
reduced power system inertia by replacing the synchronous machines
[2], which can significantly challenge the system frequency regulation
[3], control schemes [4] and transient stability [5]. In the meantime,

fast and stochastic power variations of RESs will also lead to rapid
frequency fluctuations [6]. It is well known that the power system
frequency is an indicator of real-time power balancing between gen-
eration and consumption. So the frequency regulation becomes quite
important in order to maintain a stable and efficient operation of the
power systems. The severe frequency deviations can lead to load/gen-
eration trip-off, which jeopardize the stability and security of power
systems as well as decline energy efficiency. A possible way to deal with
the negative impact of renewable penetration is to increase the spinning
reverses from power plants. However, involving more spinning reserves
will bring additional fuel consumption, which is not an economic and
energy efficient way to handle this problem.
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In order to improve system resilience and energy efficiency, demand
response (DR) has been identified as an effective way in recent years
[7]. In the meantime, the deregulation of the frequency regulation
market has also promoted the application of DR. Typically, the DR
scheme is to adjust the load demand as required by the power grid
wherever necessary, which can be further classified as direct load
control methods [8] and pricing based control methods for indirect load
adjustment [9]. While researchers are still exploring the advanced
control strategies, where the responsive loads could provide timely
frequency support and balance the power and energy consumption
more efficiently in modern power systems. In recent years, thermo-
statically-controlled loads (TCLs) such as air conditioning systems,
water heaters, and refrigeration systems, have become a promising
candidate for DR [10]. The increasing share of TCLs in total electrical
energy consumption (especially in tropical regions like Singapore) of-
fers great flexibility for grid ancillary services. A major difference be-
tween TCLs and conventional load shedding is that the room tem-
perature or customers comfort level has to be taken into account.
Usually, the power of a single TCL unit is quite small, so a group of TCLs
should be aggregated together for practical applications. The TCL ag-
gregator can be modeled based on bin transition models [11] and
general battery models [12]. The field test has been conducted to
evaluate the aggregated effects of these thermal loads in [13]. Parti-
cularly, the grid-interactive smart building (GISB), as an aggregator of
TCLs, can be view as one entity from the grid perspective. Through
changing the power consumption of each TCL while adjusting the
temperature within the user’s comfort zone, the GISB can realize an
aggregated power response in the short time-scale. A GISB with con-
trollable TCLs can function as virtual energy storage systems which
could contribute actively to grid ancillary services. In this paper, how to
effectively utilize GISBs for timely frequency support will be explored.

1.2. Literature survey

Previous research has demonstrated the potential of TCL ag-
gregators/smart buildings for various system ancillary services such as
primary/secondary frequency regulation [14] voltage regulation [15],
load following [16], and system reserves [17]. However, it is noticed
that several issues still have not been well addressed by state-of-the-art.

Firstly, the capacity from one aggregator or GISB may still be too
small for supporting grid operations. In the meantime, as the develop-
ment of Internet-of-Things, the number of demand-side controllable
units and their aggregators keeps increasing. Therefore, it is sensible to
further aggregate the GISB in a community or coordinate them at the
higher control level to make a bigger impact, which leads to ‘aggregator
of aggregators’. Regarding the aggregation or coordination methodol-
ogies of demand-side aggregators for frequency control, it is usually
achieved in two manners, i.e. centralized and distributed. In [18], the
centralized secondary frequency control of TCL aggregators is in-
vestigated with an experimental case study in Denmark. In [19], a
centralized hierarchical control of TCL aggregators has been proposed
for primary frequency support. The limitations of the centralized ap-
proach are that the central controller suffers extensive computation and
communication burdens especially when the system scale is large, and
it is inherently vulnerable to single-point communication failures. An
alternative approach is the distributed control scheme, which disperses
computation and communication burden into the distributed con-
trollers and is more robust to communication failures. In [20], the
distributed average consensus algorithm has been applied for power
allocation for the upper-layer coordination of load aggregators. In [21],
a distributed leader-follower control scheme for automatic generation
control by a load aggregator has been proposed. This research work is
extended in [22], where the bin transition model of TCL aggregator is
considered. It can be found that existing works [20–22] mainly focus on
distributed power sharing among multiple load/TCL aggregators. The
distributed aggregation control for multiple GISBs while considering

temperature or comfort levels sharing problem has not been fully ad-
dressed. It is also necessary to consider the comfort levels when con-
trolling a community of GISBs for frequency regulation.

Secondly, some practical issues regarding infrastructures to imple-
ment the GISBs or demand-side aggregators for frequency regulation
services are to be further considered. In a residential community, most
buildings/houses may not have a frequency measurement device. As
discussed in [23], the frequency measurement units are still too ex-
pensive for large scale applications in power distribution level net-
works, such as a community. Compared to install a new frequency
measurement, the control implementation based on current commu-
nication infrastructures is a more flexible, scalable and economical
choice. In this condition, a community only needs to have one leader
communication node, which can measure local frequency and receive
secondary control signals from grid operators. This leader node can be
located at the community substation, which generates the control re-
ference signals for all GISBs in the community. Therefore, the dis-
tributed aggregation control of GISBs has significant necessity in the
residential communities.

Thirdly, different from [21] and [22], which discuss the distributed
controlled load/TCL aggregators for secondary frequency control, the
capability of GISBs for timely primary frequency support is in-
vestigated. The decentralized/local control is a straightforward way to
deploy primary frequency regulation by demand response [24] and
thermal loads [25]. However, the limitation of frequency measurement
infrastructure discussed above, a community of GISBs may need to
participate in the frequency support in a distributed way based on
sparse communication networks. When the system frequency deviations
exceed certain limits, the distributed controlled GISBs can also provide
timely frequency support. In addition, the power and comfort levels can
also be fairly shared among all participating GISBs, which is hard to
achieve by fully decentralized control.

Besides, the distributed sliding mode control (DSMC) method is
proposed to achieve the distributed aggregation control of GISBs. The
DSMC, as a finite-time consensus control approach, has received in-
creasing attention for its advantages of finite-time convergence, easy
implementation and high robustness against uncertain disturbances
[26]. This control method is utilized for formation control of multiple
vehicles [27] and state-of-charge balancing control of multiple batteries
[28]. So in this paper, it is applied to distributed aggregation control of
GISBs for frequency support. The simulation results also validates it is
advantageous in converge speed and withstanding time-delay over
conventional linear methods.

1.3. Contributions of this paper

To fill the research gap of existing works, a new distributed ag-
gregation control approach for multiple grid-interactive smart buildings
is proposed to provide fast frequency support to the power system.
Compared with previous works, the contributions of this paper are:

(1) The practical issue of utilizing a group of GISBs in a frequency
control area (e.g a community) for timely frequency support is in-
vestigated, which has rarely been addressed by state-of-the-art.

(2) A novel aggregation control for a group of GISBs system is based on
the distributed sliding mode control method. This control only re-
lies on peer-to-peer communications and sparse networks. The
stability of the proposed DSMC method is proved via the Lyapunov
method.

(3) The GISB aggregator can operate in the frequency support mode or
comfort/energy recovery mode depending on area frequency de-
viations. The power and comfort/energy level reference for each
GISB in the aggregator is calculated by a leader control.

(4) The GISB aggregator with the proposed distributed aggregation
method has both superior internal and external characteristics.
Internally, fair power and comfort/energy level sharing among all
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participated GISBs are realized. Externally, the entire aggregator
can track leader control references to achieve finite-time power
tracking and comfort/energy level recovery.

(5) The proposed method is validated in a three-area power system
with multiple GISBs and RESs, considering both system contingency
and normal operation scenarios. The impact of communication
delay on the proposed method and comparison with the linear
control method are also studied.

2. System modelling

In this paper, the GISBs in one community area is controlled as an
aggregator for fast frequency support to the power system. The GISBs
refer to the buildings installed with air conditioning systems for
cooling. The GISBs in each area is controlled in a distributed way via a
sparse communication network. An overview of the multi-area load
frequency control framework with GISBs is shown in Fig. 1.

2.1. Multi-area power system with GISBs

A power system with M interconnected control areas (indexed by
k=1, 2,…, M.) is considered. The multi-area power system can be
represented by an undirected graph GP = (VP, EP), where the nodes VP

= {vP1, vP2, …, vPN} represent the control areas, and the edges
EP⊆ VP× VP represent the tie-lines connecting the control areas. The
topology and coupling factors of the multi-area power system are de-
picted by an adjacency matrix Τ=[Tkj]⊆ ℝM×M, where Tkj > 0 if two
areas have a tie-line connection, otherwise Tkj=0.

The generators are controlled by primary and secondary control,
while RESs power output and load demands are uncontrollable dis-
turbances for the LFC. Based on the famous swing equation of gen-
erators [29], the power mismatch and frequency deviation in kth con-
trol area can be represented as:
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where Δfk is the frequency deviation in ith control area, Hk, Dk, Rk
G, are

the system inertia, load damping, speed droop coefficient, respectively.
ΔPkL, ΔPkRES, ΔPktie, and ΔPkagg are power variations of loads, RESs, tie-
line, and aggregator of GISBs, respectively. ΔPkc denotes the control
effort from secondary control. Mk denotes the dynamics of the gen-
erators, which is described by
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where TkG and TkT are the time constants of the generator and turbine.
TkCA and TkCA are the time constants of a transient droop compensator
[30].

The power exchange of tie-line ΔPktie is calculated as
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In the multi-area LFC, the objective of secondary control is to
eliminate the area control error (ACE), which is commonly achieved by
a proportional integral (PI) controller. The ACE and PI-based secondary
control are represented as
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tie (4)
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where Bk is the frequency bias factor. KP and KI are the proportional
and integral gains, respectively.In practice, the frequency recovery by
secondary control can be quite slow. Typically, it takes about
10–15min for system frequency restoration [31]. It motivates us to
exploit the GISBs for fast and timely frequency support.

2.2. Modeling of grid-interactive smart building

For a smart building with a number of TCLs, their aggregate beha-
vior can be approximated by using a continuous model [12,19], which
functions as a virtual energy storage system with dissipation. It is
considered there are N GISBs (indexed by i=1,2,…, N) in each control
area. The average value of internal temperature in the ith GISB can be
estimated by the following differential equation:
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Fig. 1. An overview of the multi-area load frequency control scheme with GISBs.
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where θi (°C) and θamb (°C) are the internal and ambient temperature.
Ci

th and Ri
th are the thermal capacitance (kWh/◦C) and thermal re-

sistance (◦C/kW). λi is the number of TCLs in ith GISB. pi∈ [0, λ P̄i i] is
the power consumption of all air conditioners in ith GISB. ηi is the
thermal coefficient, which is positive for cooling TCLs and negative for
heating TCLs. ωi is treated as a Gaussian disturbance with zero means
[11]. This model provides an estimation of the average value of internal
temperature in a GISB regarding its total air conditioners power con-
sumption.

In practice, the internal temperature of each building should be kept
in a customer comfort zone. Namely, each GISB should be maintained
within a temperature range [θset− Δθ, θset+ Δθ], where θset is the
nominal temperature set-point and Δθ is the temperature tolerance. As
different buildings may have different comfort temperature ranges,
they are unified into a common index between [0, 1] for convenience.
This index is called the comfort level (i. e. energy level) of a GISB, which
is calculated as follows:
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where the comfort level of GISB should be maintained in the range of
εi∈ [0, 1].

Substituting (7) into (6), then the dynamics of comfort level can be
derived as:
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In order to control the system (8), an auxiliary state variable ξ t( )i for
feedback linearization is defined here, which is equal to the right-hand
side of (8):

= + +ξ t a ε t b p t d t( ) ( ) ( ) ( )i i i i i i (9)

where ai, bi, and di represent the corresponding parameters in (9).
Differentiating ξ t( )i at both sides, a set of heterogonous second order

systems representing the dynamics of GISBs can be formulated as fol-
lows:

⎧
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where =u p ṫ ( )i i is the control input to be designed in Section 3.
In addition, to maintain the comfort level of a GISB at a reference

value ε*, the GISB should consume a certain amount of power. This
power consumption is defined as the baseline power of a GISB p t( )i

base ,
which is obtained by substituting ε* into (9):
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Thus, ∑ = p t( )i
N

i
base

1 is the baseline power for the aggregator of GISBs
in one control area.

Remark 1: The comfort level of a GISB indicates the thermal ‘energy’
stored in it. In this paper, we only consider the cooling effect of the air
conditioning system in tropical areas. εi=1 means the GISB is at the
highest allowable temperature, and the cooling power of the GISB
cannot be further decreased. εi=0 means the GISB is at the lowest
allowable temperature, and the cooling power of the GISB cannot be
further increased. The behavior of a GISB is similar to an ESS with
dissipation. If the GISB is working at the baseline power defined in (9),
the GISB will be maintained at the desired temperature or comfort
level. If the GISB decrease its power consumption below the baseline, it
functions to inject power or discharge to the grid. On the contrary, if the
GISB increases its power consumption above the baseline, it functions

to absorb power or charge from the grid.

2.3. Communication network of GISBs

The communication networks can be depicted by a graph GB = (VB,
EB), where VB = {vB1, vB2, …, vBN} is a set of nodes and EB=VB×VB is
a set of edges [32]. Each node is associated with a communication
agent, and edges represent communication links for data exchange. In
this research, bidirectional communication links are considered, which
means the graph is undirected, i.e. (vBi, vBj)∈ EB ⇒ (vBj, vBi)∈ EB ∀i, j. A
matrix A=[aij] is called the adjacency matrix and aij can be defined as

= ⎧
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∈
a
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Bi Bj B

(12)

The Laplacian matrix is represented as L=[lij], and the element lij is
calculated from

= ⎧
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In this paper, the communication network of GISBs is considered to
have a leader (labeled as node 0) and the interaction topology is ex-
pressed by the graph ḠB. This leader–follower communication network
contains original graph GB, node vB0 and edges (vBi, vB0) from node vB0
to other nodes. The leader can send information to followers, but not
vice versa. The pinning matrix G=diag{gi} is used to describe whether
each follower directly receive information from the leader, where

= ⎧
⎨⎩

∃g 1, if (v , v )
0, otherwise.i

Bi B0

(14)

One important property which guarantees the convergence of a
leader–follower consensus algorithm with the graph ḠB is that all the
eigenvalues of matrix L+G have negative real parts.

3. Proposed control framework for GISBs

The block diagram illustrates the proposed control framework, as
shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, the multi-area power system model is de-
scribed by (1)–(5). The frequency signal of kth Area is given to the
leader control of the GISB aggregator to generate the tracking refer-
ences by (16)–(19). Then the reference signals are shared to each GISB
through the sparse communication network ḠB given in (12)–(14). In
the meantime, the information exchange of system states among ad-
jacent GISBs is also accomplished in the communication network ḠB.
With the received information, the DSMC control given in (20)–(26)
will calculate the control inputs (u1, …uN) for each GISB model. The
GISB models will execute the control commands and then update the
new system states to the DSMC control laws. Finally, the aggregated
power of GISBs is imported to the power system model for frequency
support. In the following sub-sections, the control objectives of the
proposed method are introduced. The leader control, as the key linkage
of the system frequency and the power consumption of GISBs, is pro-
posed. After that, the proposed distributed sliding mode control of
GISBs and its stability analysis is presented in detail.

3.1. Control objectives

The proposed control aims to utilize a group of GISBs for primary
frequency support while considering users’ comfort. Three control ob-
jectives are to be met: (i) the aggregation of GISBs is able to track the
power of primary frequency control in the frequency support mode. (ii)
The comfort levels of GISBs are to be recovered to a reference value ε*

(e.g. 50%) in comfort recovery mode (i.e. energy recovery mode). (iii)
The comfort levels of GISBs are to be gradually balanced during the
operation.
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The control problems will be solved by two steps: (i) design the
leader control to update the reference states ε0 and ξ0 based on system
frequency conditions. (ii) Design control input ui in (10), so that system
state variables εi and ξi can track ε0 and ξ0 via the sparse network ḠB.
The following condition will be reached by the controlled system in
state-state.

Consensus condition: For an aggregator of GISBs formulated by (10)
with ḠB, the second-order leader-follower finite-time consensus is
achieved, if for any initial states, there exists a T0∈ [0, ∞], such that

∥ − ∥ = ∥ − ∥ =
→ →

ε t ε t ξ t ξ tlim ( ) ( ) 0, lim ( ) ( ) 0
t T

i
t T i0 0

0 0

= = ∀ ⩾ =ε t ε t ξ t ξ t t T i N( ) ( ), ( ) ( ), , 1, 2, ... .i i0 0 0 (15)

Remarks 2: In this paper, the fair sharing means that the power
consumption is proportionally shared among GISBs with respect to their
parameters, so that the comfort level is equalized during the operation.
As defined in Consensus condition in (15), the system state variables ε t( )i
and ξ t( )i in (10) will be converged to ε t( )0 and ξ t( )0 . This also indicates
that all the comfort level ε t( )i and auxiliary state variable ξ t( )i will be
equalized in steady-state, i.e ∥ − ∥ =

→
ε t ε tlim ( ) ( )

t T
i j

0
∥ − ∥ =

→
ξ t ξ t0, lim ( ) ( ) 0

t T i j
0

. In addition, the power consumption of each

GISB p t( )i can be derived from (9).

3.2. Leader control of GISBs

This paper proposes two operating modes for an aggregator of
GISBs: frequency support mode (FSM) which is active when system
frequency is out of the acceptable range, and comfort recovery mode
(CRM) when the system frequency is within the acceptable range. This
is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The leader control to update the reference states ε0 and ξ0 is pro-
posed to incorporate the GISB aggregator into LFC. The update rules of
ε0 and ξ0 are different depending on the operation modes.
Corresponding power will be consumed in each mode, which is further
illustrated as follows:

Frequency Support Mode: When the system frequency deviation is out
of the thresholds ∉ ∼

∼
f f fΔ [Δ , Δ ] , the operation mode is activated for

primary frequency support by GISBs.
The total power consumption of the aggregator of GISBs is de-

termined as:
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where Ragg is the droop gain of the aggregator. The power consumption
is within ∑ ∈ ∑= =p t p t( ) [0, ¯ ( )]i

N
i i

N
i1 1 . As illustrated in Fig. 3, the power

consumption of the aggregator in this mode is the baseline power plus/
minus the certain power defined in (16). The value of baseline power
can be estimated by the leader control from (9).

Remark 3: The droop control gain Ragg and frequency thresholds
∼

∼
f f[Δ , Δ ] are user-defined parameters. The system operator can adjust

the contribution of the aggregator by alternating these values.
Generally, the aggregator should devote its full capacity when the
system frequency deviates to the safety limits. Suppose f f[Δ ̲ , Δ¯] is
maximum allowable frequency range, therefore, Ragg can be selected as

⩾
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Therefore, in the worst condition when = =f f or f fΔ ̲ Δ¯, the
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aggregator can provide the maximum allowable power support
∑ = ∑ = ∑= = =p t or p t p t( ) 0 ( ) ¯ ( )i

N
i i

N
i i

N
i1 1 1 for the system frequency sup-

port.
In steady-state, =ξ t ξ t( ) ( )i0 , and add the right and left-hand terms of

(9) from i=1 to N, respectively. Thus the reference states of the leader
ε0 and ξ0 can be obtained as:

∫

⎧

⎨
⎩

=

=

∑ + ∑ += =ξ t

ε t ξ t dt

( )

( ) ( )

b p t a ε t d t
N

t
0

( ) [ ( ) ( )]

0 0 0

i
N

i i i
N

i i i1 1

(18)

Comfort Recovery Mode: When the system frequency deviation is
within the thresholds ∈ ∼

∼
f f fΔ [Δ , Δ ] , the objective is to recover the

comfort level of each GISB back to a reference value ε*. As illustrated in
Fig. 2, the power consumption of the aggregator is within a range to
recover the comfort level change in frequency support mode, and the
aggregator is operated at baseline power in steady-state.

The comfort recovery mode is achieved by setting the leader’s re-
ference states as:

⎧
⎨⎩

=
= =

ε t ε
ξ t ε t

( ) ,
( ) ̇ ( ) 0.

0
*

0 0 (19)

3.3. Design of distributed sliding mode control

The sliding mode control aims to drive the system trajectory to a
designed sliding mode surface based on a sliding mode control law
[33]. In this section, a sliding-mode surface is designed, along which
the system trajectory can meet the consensus condition (15) in finite
time. Then a sliding mode control law is proposed to force the system
trajectory to reach the designed sliding-mode surface in finite time for
system (10) with ḠB. As the states of agents are coupled on the sliding
mode surface and the sliding mode states are decoupled out of this
surface, the approach is called DSMC.

Sliding Mode Surface: The sliding mode surface should be established
based on the desired control objectives. For the purpose of achieving
finite-time consensus for system (10), a set of sliding mode states are
represented by

∑ ∑= − − + − − −

+ −

= =
s t ε a sig ε ε γsig ξ ξ g sig ε ε

γsig ξ ξ

( ) ¨ [ ( ) ( ) ] [ ( )

( ) ]

i i
j

N

ij j i
α

j i
β

j

N

i i
α

i
β

1 1
0

0 (20)

and accordingly, the sliding mode surface is

=ε ε ε ξ ξ ξ s{( , , ... , , , ... )| 0}T T
N
T T T

N
T

i1 2 1 2 (21)

where the function =sig x x sign x( ) | | ( )α α , |x| denotes the absolute value
of variable x, and sign(.) denotes the sign function. α, β and γ are the
control gains to be selected, ∈ = +α β α α(0, 1), and 2· /(1 ).

Sliding Mode Control Law: The sliding mode control law is designed
to force the system trajectory to reach the sliding mode surface (21) in
finite time. By using the sliding-mode states si, the control input of
system (10) is controlled by the following control law:

= +−u t b u t u t( ) ( ( ) ( ))i i i
eq

i
sgn1 (22)

∑ ∑= − + − + −

+ − − −

= =
u t a sig ε ε γsig ξ ξ g sig ε ε

γsig ξ ξ a ξ d

( ) [ ( ) ( ) ] [ ( )

( ) ] ̇

i
eq

j

N

ij j i
α

j i
β

j

N

i i
α

i
β

i i i

1 1
0

0 (23)

= −u t s ṫ ( ) sgn( ( ))i
sgn

i (24)

In the designed control law only sgn(si(t)) is used rather than the
exact value si(t). Thus the calculation can be further simplified by de-
fining a new function gi(t) as in:

∫ ∫ ∑= = − − + −
=

g t s t ε a sig ε ε γsig ξ ξ dt( ) ( ) ̇ [ ( ) ( ) ]i
t

i i
t

j

N

ij j i
α

j i
β

0 0
1 (25)

Then, the value of sgn(si(t)) can be calculated from the following
equation:

= − −s g t g t τsgn( ) sgn( ( ) ( ))i i i (26)

where τ represents a time delay. Thus, instead of knowing the exact
value of si, only whether gi increases or decreases is to be known.

3.4. Stability analysis

In this section, the stability of the proposed DSMC for GISBs is
analyzed. The finite-time consensus condition (15) of system (10) is
guaranteed based on Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 proved as follows.

Theorem 1. If the states of system (10) can reach the designed sliding mode
surface in (21), then second-order consensus can be achieved in finite time.

Proof. Based on the sufficient condition of Theorem 1, the sliding mode
control law is employed to enforce the system to achieve the sliding
surface si=0. The following system can be obtained:

⎧
⎨⎩

=

= ∼ =
ε ξ

ξ u
i N

̇ ,
̇ ,

1, 2, ..., .
i i

i i (27)

∑ ∑∼ = = − + − + −

+ −

= =
u t ε a sig ε ε γsig ξ ξ g sig ε ε

γsig ξ ξ

( ) ¨ [ ( ) ( ) ] [ ( )

( ) ]

i i
j

N

ij j i
α

j i
β

j

N

i i
α

i
β

1 1
0

0 (28)

Let ̂ = −ξ ξ ξi i0 , ̂ = −ε ε εi i0 , the system (24) becomes

̂ ̂
̂ ̂

⎧
⎨
⎩

=

=
=

ε ξ

ξ u
i N

̇

̇ , 1, 2. .., .
i i

i i (29)

̂
̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂∑= − + − + +

=

u t

a sig ε ε γ sig ξ ξ g sig ε γ sig ξ

( )

[( ( ) ) ( ( ) )] [( ( ) ( ( ) ))]

i

j

N

ij j i
α

j i
β

i i
α

i
β

1

(30)

According to [28], choose a Lyapunov function as

̂ ̂̂ ̂ ̂∫ ∫∑ ∑ ∑ ∑= + +
= = =

−

=

V ξ a sig s ds ξ sig s ds1
2

( ) ( ( ) ) ( ( ) )
i

n

i
i

n

j

n ε ε
ij

α

i

n ε
i

α
1

1

2

1 1
0

1
0

j i i

(31)

Take the derivative of V1, it can be obtained that

̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂

̂ ̂
̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂

̂ ̂ ̂ ̂
̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂

̂ ̂ ̂ ̂

= ∑ ⎡⎣∑ − − −

− − ⎤⎦
+ ∑ ∑ − − + ∑

= ∑ ⎡⎣∑ − − ⎤⎦
= ∑ ∑ − − − ∑

⩽ ∑ ∑ − −
⩽

= =

= = =

= =

= = =

= =

V ξ a sig ε ε γ sig ξ ξ

g sig ε γsig ξ

a ξ ξ sig ε ε g ξ sig ε

ξ γ a sig ξ ξ g sig ξ

a ξ ξ sig ξ ξ g ξ sig ξ

a ξ ξ sig ξ ξ

̇ ( ( ) ( ( ) )

( ( ) ( ) )

( ) ( ) ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ) ( )

( ) ( ) )
0

i
N

i j
N

ij i j
α

i j
β

i i
α

i
β

i
N

j
N

ij i j i j
α

i
N

i i i
α

i
N

i j
N

ij i j
β

i i
β

i
N

j
N

ij i j i j
β

i
n

i i i
β

i
N

j
N

ij i j i j
β

1 1 1

1
2 1 1 1

1 1

1
2 1 1 1

1
2 1 1

(32)

According to Lyapunov’s second method for stability, when V1 is
positive definite (except for original point) and ⩽V ̇ 01 with =V ̇ 01 , if and
only if ̂ ̂= =ξ ξ 0i j , ̂ ̂= =ε ε 0i j , then the system will be stable. This means
the system will converge to → →ε ε ξ ξ,i i0 0 at steady-state. Thus the
system (10) on surface (21) is globally asymptotically stable.

Besides, the local finite-time convergence of the system (10) on
surface (21) is proved. Based on Lemma 1 (Lasalle’s Invariance Prin-
ciple), Lemma 2 (Finite-time stability), and definition of homogeneity
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with dilation in [34], it can be obtained the system with variables
̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂ε ε ε ξ ξ ξ( , , ..., , , , ..., )n n1 2 1 2 is homogeneous of degree = − <κ α 1 0 with

dilation + + +α α α(2, 2, ...,2, 1 , 1 , ...,1 ). Therefore, the system (10)
on surface (21) is locally finite-time stable.

If the equilibrium of a control is globally asymptotically stable and
locally finite-time convergent, then the control is globally finite-time
stable. This follows the principle that globally asymptotical stability
implies finite-time convergence to any given bounded neighborhood of
the equilibrium. Therefore, the system (10) on surface (21) is globally
finite-time stable. In other words, it can be got ̂ ̂ ̂ ̂− → − →ε ε ξ ξ0, 0i j i j ,
∀i, j=1, …, N in finite time. This completes the proof.

Theorem 2. The states of the second-order system (10) can reach the
sliding-mode surface (21), if the sliding mode control law is designed as
(22)–(24). The states of system (10) will achieve second-order consensus in
finite time along the sliding-mode surface (21).

Proof. Substituting control law (22)–(24) into the sliding mode states
(20), it can be obtained that

= + +

− ∑ − + − − ∑ −

+ −

= =

s t a ξ d t b u t

a sig ε ε γsig ξ ξ g sig ε ε

γsig ξ ξ

( ) ̇ ( ) ( )

[ ( ) ( ) ] [ ( )

( ) ]

i i i i i i

j
N

ij j i
α

j i
β

j
N

i i
α

i
β

1 1 0

0 (33)

Substituting the control law (22)–(24) into (32), it can be obtained
that =s t u t( ) ( )i i

sgn . =s t u ṫ ( ) ̇ ( )i i
sgn .

A Lyapunov function can be established in the form of

∑=V t s t( ) 1
2

( )i2
2

(34)

Again take the derivative of V2, it can be obtained that:

∑= = − = − ⩽V t s t s t s t s t s ṫ ( ) ( ) ̇ ( ) ( ) sgn( ( )) | ( )| 0i i i i i2 (35)

It guarantees that the states of the system can reach the sliding
mode surface, if the control law is designed (22)–(24). Then following
Theorem 1, the second-order consensus can be achieved in finite time
along the surface. This completes the proof.

4. Results and discussions

In this section, simulation studies are conducted to validate the
proposed control scheme in LFC. The multi-area LFC and GISBs with the
proposed control scheme are implemented in Matlab/Simulink. The
topology of the test system for simulation studies is shown in Fig. 4. It is
assumed that there are two aggregators of GISBs with the total power
rating of 6MW in Area 1 and 8MW in Area 2, respectively. The power
rating (in kW) of each GISB and communication graphs are also given in
Fig. 4. The LFC system under consideration is a per-unit system with
Sbase= 20 MVA, which can also be scaled up/down in other applica-
tions. The parameters for a single TCL in GISB are given in Table 1 [11].
In simulation studies, these parameters are varied within [100%,
120%] to emulate the heterogeneous feature of each GISB. The para-
meters of the three-area LFC system are given in Table 2 [29]. The
control parameters of the proposed method used in the following test
cases are shown in Table 3. In Case 1 and Case 2, the effectiveness and
performance of the proposed method are demonstrated under system
contingency (step response) and normal operation (time-varying PV,
load and temperature) conditions, respectively. In Case 3 and Case 4,
the main purpose is to validate the advantageous of the proposed
method over linear methods in the aspects of converge speed and
communication delay.

4.1. Case 1: System contingency in Area 1

In Case 1, the performance of the proposed control scheme for GISBs
is studied under a system contingency condition in Area 1. The initial

comfort/energy levels of all GISBs are 50% and the ambient tempera-
ture is 30 °C. A load increment of 1MW emulates the contingency at 5 s.
The simulation results, in this case, are shown in Figs. 5–8, which are
illustrated as follows:

In Fig. 5, the system frequency responses under original LFC and the
proposed control scheme are compared. Upon the occurrence of the
disturbance at 5 s, the system frequency sharply falls down. The ag-
gregator of GISBs switches to frequency droop mode once the frequency
drop exceeds 0.1 Hz. As a result, it can be observed that the maximum
frequency deviation is evidently improved from−0.46 Hz to−0.27 Hz.

In Fig. 6, the total power consumption, baseline power, energy
absorption and injection of the whole GISBs aggregator in Case 1 are
shown. Here the calculation of the baseline power for GISB aggregator
using (11) is explained. Based on typical TCL parameters given in
Table 1, the baseline power of one GISB is calculated as

=p t kW( ) 140i
base , where = −a 0.25i , = − × −b 3.125 10i

3, =d 0.5625i ,
and =λ 100i . In Area 1, there are totally 12 GISBs with their parameters
varies within [100%, 120%] of the typical values given in Table 1.
Therefore, the baseline power of whole GISB aggregator in Area 1 can
be obtained by the sum of the baseline power of each GISB, i.e.
∑ = p t( )i

N
i
base

1 , which is equal to 1.8 MW as shown in Fig. 6. The selection
of Ragg in Area 1 is 20MW/Hz, which is aligned with the criterion in
(17), i.e. ⩾R min[18, 42]agg MW/Hz.

In Fig. 7, the comfort level profile of GISB-1 is shown, as the comfort
levels of all GISBs are equalized in this case. Besides, the power con-
sumption of each GISB in Area 1 is demonstrated in Fig. 8. From 5 s to
44 s, the aggregator is operating below the baseline power and ‘dis-
charge’ to the grid for primary frequency support, as shown in Figs. 5–8.
When the frequency is back to 0.1 Hz at 44 s, the aggregator starts to
‘charge’ from the grid to recover the comfort/energy level to the re-
ference value 50%.

4.2. Case 2: Normal operation in multi-area system

In Case 2, the normal operation under half-hour PV, load demands,
and ambient temperature variation (see Fig. 9) is conducted to further
investigate the performance of the proposed control scheme. The three-
area system shown in Fig. 4 is considered. The profiles of PV and load
are scaled to 1, 1.1, and 0.9 for Area 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The PV
data of 1-second resolution was measured by EPRI on June 2012 [35].
The initial comfort/energy level of each GISB in Area 2 is between
[46%, 54%].

Fig. 10(a)–(c) show system frequency deviations in each control
area with and without the proposed control method. In Fig. 10(a)–(c), it
can be observed that frequency deviations are mitigated effectively
with the proposed approach, especially for the Area 1 and Area 2 with
DSMC controlled GISBs. The frequency deviations can be regulated in a
safe range (± 0.2 Hz) with the 6MW GISBs in Area 1 and 8MW GISB in
Area 2. The results prove that the proposed approach is effective for
frequency support.

The power consumption and comfort/energy level profiles of each
GISB in Area 2 are further shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12, respectively.
Initially, the difference in comfort level among each GISB is large.
Therefore, the energy balancing effect dominates GISB dynamics. The
power sharing among each GISB is substantially influenced in order to
balance comfort levels. At 380 s, the comfort levels become equalized
which indicates the system reaches consensus. The power sharing be-
comes proportional to the parameters of GISB models. During the op-
eration, the aggregator of GISB is able to ‘charge’ or ‘discharge’ de-
pending on the system frequency condition. The total power
consumption, baseline power, energy absorption and injection of the
aggregator of GISBs in Area 2 during this process is shown in Fig. 13.
The calculation of baseline power is similar to the process of Case 1. The
selection of Ragg in Area 2 is 30MW/Hz, which is also aligned with the
criterion in (17). It should be noted that the baseline power is not a
constant value due to the variations of the ambient temperature. The
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results validate that the aggregator of GISBs can operate autonomously
for system frequency support under time-varying events.

4.3. Case 3: Comparison with linear consensus control

In Case 3, the proposed DSMC is compared with a traditional linear
consensus control law for the second order multi-agent system proposed
in [36]. Compared to the DSMC approach in this paper, the control law
in [36] is ‘linear’ and ‘infinite-time’. For the GISB system considered in
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Fig. 4. The topology of the test system in the simulation studies.

Table 1
Typical parameter value for a residential TCL in GISB.

Parameter Symbol Value

Thermal Capacitance Cth 2 kWh/°C
Thermal Resistance Rth 2 °C/kW
Rated Power of an Air Conditioner P̄ 5 kW
Thermal Coefficient η 2.5
Temperature Tolerance Δθ 2 °C
Temperature Setpoint θset 23 °C

Table 2
Parameters of the three-area power system.

Area No. 1 2 3

2H (p.u./Hz) 0.1667 0.2 0.15
D (p.u./Hz) 0.0015 0.002 0.001
TCA (s) 5 4 4.5
TtCB (s) 40 30 40
TT(s) 0.3 0.2 0.25
TG (s) 0.4 0.3 0.35
RG (Hz/p.u.) 3 3.6 2.5
B (p.u./Hz) 0.8675 0.795 0.87
Tij (p.u./Hz) 0.25 0. 25 0.25
Pagg (MW) 6 8 0

Table 3
Parameters of the proposed control method.

Parameters Symbols Values

Frequency threshold ± ∼fΔ ±0.1 Hz

Droop gain of GISB in Area 1 Ragg 20MW/Hz
Droop gain of GISB in Area 2 Ragg 30MW/Hz
Reference comfort level ε* 50%
Control gains α, β, γ 0.8, 0.889, 0.03
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this paper, the linear control law can be expressed as:

∑= − + −

+ − + −

=

u t

k a ε t ε t ξ t ξ t

k g ε t ε t ξ t ξ t

( )

[ ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )]

[( ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )]

i

j

N

ij j i j i

i i i

1
1

2 0 0 (36)

where k1 and k2 are control gains to be selected.
To ensure a fair comparison, the same test condition in Case 2 is

used and only the control law is replaced with the linear consensus
control law. The same maximum power overshoot (0.44MW of GISB-
13) is kept in these two cases. As shown in Fig. 14, the maximum power
overshoot is 0.44MW, the same as in Fig. 11. However, the comfort
levels in Fig. 15 converge much slower (900 s) as compared to Fig. 12
(380 s). Therefore, the proposed method can provide a faster con-
vergence speed under the same system overshoot.

4.4. Case 4: Impact of communication Time-Delay

In Case 4, the impact of communication delay on the proposed
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method is further investigated. The same condition as in Case 1 is
considered in this case, where the influence of network latency for
GISBs in Area 1 is evaluated. First, we consider the linear control law
given in (36) and let k1= k2=1. Based on Theorem 10 in [37], the
upper boundary of tolerable communication delay can be estimated,
which is inversely proportional to the largest eigenvalue of the matrix
(L+G), i.e. = +τ π λ L G* /2 ( )max . According to the topology of GISBs
in Area 1, it can be calculated that + =λ L G( ) 5.3387max and

= + =τ π λ L G s* /2 ( ) 0.2942max . Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 shows the power
consumption of each GISB with linear control law in (36) under the
communication delay of 0.29 s and 0.3 s, respectively. It can be ob-
served that the system is stable when the delay is smaller than τ*, and
the system starts to diverge when the delay is larger than τ*. Due to the
power limits of GISBs pi∈ [0, λ P̄i i], the power of each GISB is oscillating
within its own limits. In Fig. 18, the control law is changed back to the
proposed DSMC. It can be found that the proposed DSMC can tolerate
the communication delay of 0.3 s with slight oscillations. Since the
focus of this paper is to develop a new approach of distributed ag-
gregation of GISBs, the upper boundary of tolerable delay is not dis-
cussed here but will be systematically considered in our future work. In
Fig. 19, the frequency response of Area 1 with the proposed method and
linear method ( =τ 0.3 s) is compared. It shows that the proposed
method outperforms the linear control law given in (36) for system
frequency response under large communication delay.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, multiple grid-interactive smart buildings at demand-
side are utilized for timely frequency support to the power system. A
new distributed sliding mode control as well as its leader control design
has been proposed. The stability analysis proves the system variable can
be driven to the designed sliding surface with the proposed sliding
mode control law. With the proposed approach, the aggregation of grid-
interactive smart buildings can provide fast frequency support while
considering the comfort/energy level of each building within a com-
munity aggregator.

The proposed control scheme has been tested in a multi-area power
system with renewable penetration. Simulation results have shown that
the system frequency response can be improved by using the proposed
method under both system contingency and normal operation condi-
tions. The mode of operations can be changed automatically based on
system frequency. The aggregation of grid-interactive smart buildings
can be utilized to overcome the frequency variations. Comfort/energy
level balancing and recovery can be achieved during the operation. The
comparison with linear methods has been made to demonstrate the
advantages of the proposed method. It is validated that the proposed
method can provide fast coverage speed with stronger tolerance to the
communication time-delay. In summary, the results demonstrate that
the proposed aggregation method for grid-interactive smart buildings
provides an effective way for fast power system frequency support.
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Fig. 14. Power consumption of each GISB in Area 2 with linear control law.
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